TO: HAVANA
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: WH 6
INFO: COP, ADOP/A, S/C 2

FILE NO. 201-186-435
RELEASED UNDER THE JOHN F. KENNEDY ASSASSINATION RECORDS COLLECTION ACT OF 1992 [44 USC 2107 Note]. Case #: NW 55987, Date: 10-28-2021

REPLY

DATE: MAY 31
TIME: 2110

TO: HAVA
INFO: COP
SITE: 3223

Subject: EY-1367 (IN-32189)

APPROVE CONVERSION AT PAR. DEPOSIT OF $15,000 TO ANHAWK ACCOUNT BEING HANDLED THROUGH GRUPO HENDER. ADJUST YOUR BOOKS ACCORDINGLY.

(END OF MESSAGE)

WR Comment: *Asked if Hq's wished to accommodate ANHAWK in converting 15,000 pesos to dollars.
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